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Central Problem

• Knowledge society demands **lifelong learning**

• **Integrated support for informal and formal learning** is missing

• People are responsible for planning their careers – **employability**

• Support of **personal competence development** is required
In order to support lifelong learning & employability, what are the challenges we are dealing with?
Detailed

• What is needed to support LLL & employability?
• From learner perspective?
• HR/Management perspective?
Lifelong learning focus

• Supporting **individuals** (and organisations) in development of their competences during their whole life:
  – I want to (further) develop a specific competence
  – I want a better job position
  – I want a new or different job
  – I want to keep my competences up-to-date

• Integration of learning, working, leisure
Lifelong learning focus

• Focus on personal development planning, instead of focus on curricula

• Personal development plans based on goals
  – Career plans
  – Personal objectives

• Plan can contain a mixture of:
  – Formal degrees
  – Informal learning intentions
  – Non-formal workshops

• Is personal and based on assessment of current competences
Organisational principles of lifelong learning

- Orientation
- Assessment
- Planning
- Learning activities
- Reflection
Organisation of learning

• Orientation
  – come to know what is there to be learned
  – become aware of their own competences
  – become aware of their own learning needs
  – establish their own learning objectives

• Assessment
  – Self Assessment
  – Competence Assessment
Organisation of learning

• Planning
  – Learning resources and activities of interest will have to be put into a certain sequence. This sequence can be planned, or it can emerge during learning.

• Learning activities
  – Learning through engagement with the selected learning activities should be integrated with learning that occurs elsewhere. Integration between learning in several places, such as in the learning environment, at home, at work, and learning at a distance. Integration of what was learned previously
Organisation of learning

• Reflection
  – An important part of learning in lifelong competence development occurs through reflection on past learning experiences. Reflection is made possible by various means of recording the learning experiences, but most typically by collecting past learning experiences in a portfolio.
Tools overview
PDP in Liferay environment
LearnWeb 2.0
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Too often we give our children answers to remember rather than problems to solve.
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Information

• [www.tencompetence.org](http://www.tencompetence.org)
• Articles & deliverables: [http://dspace.ou.nl/](http://dspace.ou.nl/)
• Manderveld@surf.nl
• Bas.krekels@logica.com